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submarines because, while we have forts to protect our important har

bors, their radius of action is very small. While we have an army with

fairly good equipment, even that army is bulky to move from place

to place.

"Suppose we had an enemy attacking our New England shores.

While we have ample fortifications in Boston Harbor, what have we

fifty miles south of Boston? How are we going to interfere with an

approaching naval attack, or stop our enemy from landing an army

with transports, fifty miles south of Boston? We have all kinds of

beautiful shores where landing would be easy. This we can only ac

complish provided we have floating fortifications. Our navy is our

floating fortification. If we can accomplish the result we are after,

with smaller outlay than what we would be under should we string out

a vast number of battleships on the shore, we are naturally inter

ested to be able to do so. Submarines, stretched out as a network

along our shores, would form all the protection that we could ask for

the defence of our shores against an invading army at any point.

"The German people have taught us a lesson that we ought to

appreciate just at this point. The German submarines have done a

lot of work on the other side, but they have particularly done one thing

which is interesting. They have prevented, up to this time, the enemy

from firing a shot on German shores. That is all we ask for here. If

the enemy could be put in such a position that he could not fire a shot

on our shores, we could take care of the rest of our conditions

ourselves.

"I will not try to give you a history of the submarine because you

have already listened to Lieutenant Miles, which is ample in that di

rection, so I will try to hold myself down to points that he did not

cover, but a certain amount of history is necessary to show how rap

idly the submarine development has been in the last fifteen or twenty

years. In order to show you perhaps more clearly the progress, we

have arranged for a number of slides, which will give you an idea

of some of the early boats. In 1642 we first heard of a submarine

boat, one built in Holland. Unfortunately, we have no records to

show what the boat looked like, or what she accomplished. The first

boat that we have a picture of was that designed by Bushnell in 1772."

HAS DEMOCRACY FAILED?

November 4

At the dinner preceding the address on this theme by Hon. Francis

Neilson, M. P., Rev. Harold Marshall presided, and the speakers were

Victor J. Loring, Herbert S. Weaver, March G. Bennett, S. W. Reynolds,

and George P. Morris. Their speeches dealt in differing degrees, but

with unusual concentration of purpose on the subject later discussed by

Mr. Neilson.
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Mr. Marshall also presided in the auditorium, and introduced

Mr. Neilson, who said :

"I have seen a good deal of the world, gentlemen. I arrived in this

city thirty years ago last July, an English public school boy of not quite

nineteen years, and in this country, in which I stayed for eleven years, I

suffered about all the privations that can be suffered by man, indeed

in this country I have worked at jobs to which I would not put my

meanest enemy; but then, there is a rosy side to the eleven years. I

found my wife, who is with me now, here in Boston, and my children

were born in New York, and I have always kept in touch with this

great democracy of yours, closely in touch with it, not only in many

visits since I went back to settle in England in 1897, but through your

literature and your art, and through so much of your criticism which

has meant so much in England ; not only meeting my American friends

on English soil, but meeting them in many different parts of Europe.

I say that I have kept in touch with you, and believe me I do not feel

like a stranger in standing before you to-night, but, if you will forgive

the expression, more like one of yourselves, with as deep and as abiding

an interest in your affairs as in those of my own dear land, which is pass

ing through great trials and tribulation just now.

"Has democracy failed? What do you mean by democracy? I

have listened with deep interest to the speeches at the dinner, and some

of the previous speakers said that it has not been tried. If you mean the

democracy that I mean and that I work for, well, it has not been tried,

save, perhaps, in some essential and fundamental respects, in Switzer

land. It has been tried, true, if we go back a great many years. We

tried it in England before the days of Edward the Confessor. But when

a question is put before us in these clays, I think we ate prone to let

our minds take it in the present, and illustrate it by our own experiences

of life, and when we see such a title as 'Has Democracy Failed?' we think

of that in which we live. Has that failed or succeeded?

"To-night what I want to do is to, really very rapidly at first, give

you an idea of that terrific fight through which we passed in Great

Britain in the last twenty-five years, and show you what we have been

striving for, what really in our efforts the war has put an end to for

the time being. Now, do you know that in 1884 the agricultural laborer

was a chattel slave in England? You did not know that there were any

slaves up to that time, but, gentlemen, even with the passing of the fran

chise of 1884, what was called the country franchise, giving the agri

cultural laborer a vote for the first time, do you think we reached manhood

suffrage? We were far away from it. Indeed in 1913 for the first time a

government in Great Britain introduced a manhood suffrage bill — two

years ago only.

"We have not had the basis of democracy in England, for I hold that

a democracy must fundamentally rest upon equal rights and equal oppor

tunities. Without them we cannot get a true democracy. Now in Great

Britain our fight has been for equal rights, for equal opportunities. You
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who are familiar with our political history of the past ten years, know

that our chief fights in party politics have been upon that great question.

Now let us see how our fights have taken place.

"Let me first of all take the fundamental question in any democracy—

land. It is perfectly true that Richard Cobden and John Bright, in their

fight in the middle of the last century, fought for free trade in England,

hoped, after they had been able to repeal the corn laws, to turn England

on to the question of the land. It is not generally known, even in my

own country, that Richard Cobden at Derby in 1843 enunciated for the

first time what Henry George afterwards preached to you, the valuation

of land. In that speech he said, 'I would ask you to have all the land

of the United Kingdom revalued, and that you will place a tax upon it

that will enable Government to get sufficient revenue to abolish all the

Breakfast Table Duties.' The Breakfast Table Duties were an onerous

burden upon the workers of the land.

"Then it is a long time before we hear anything more about the

land question in Great Britain. From Ireland we received the first word

of it from Parnell. Ireland was the first part of the English nation to

have the land question dealt with under the Gladstone-Conservative

acts leading up to the great Land Act under Mr. George Wyndham.

In England, indeed, although the work went on, little of it appeared

to be evident in Parliament. It did not seem to attract the attention

of Government until 1909, when we brought about a revolution in Eng

land. The introduction of the Budget of that year included a valuation

scheme. The Budget with the valuation plan was rejected by the House,

Parliament was dissolved, and we went to the country on it. The

Liberal party was returned again to power, they passed the Budget, and

then began the fight that Liberalism had been waiting for for long

years, to give democracy a fair chance as far as legislation was con

cerned, and that was in abolishing the absolute veto of the Lords, the

second revolution in eighteen months. But these revolutions had passed

over the land in such a way that certainly not forty per cent. of the

people knew that a great political revolution was taking place.

"Just before that revolution took place (the land revolution), we

had, under the administration elected in 1906, made many efforts deal

ing with the land question in part. Take the lot of the English farmer

He is a yearly tenant. He could not get compensation for disturbance.

He lived under a system where all improvements that he had made fell

into the hands of the landlord if he left his farm. He was not free to

choose his religion, or to choose his politics. I know in England to-day

districts (those in which I have lived, and where all my father's stock

came from — the western counties — Shropshire, Hereford, and Ches

hire) where to-day it would not be well for an English farmer to wear

the color of a candidate his landlord did not support; indeed, it would

not be well for a farmer to be seen going into a church which his land

lord did not support. I know it sounds like Russia, but I want you to

understand, if you can, what the fight for democracy has been in the

land which I come from.
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"Because a war is raking place, we radicals don't forget these things,

because when the war is over we shall have to begin all over again,

unfortunately not where we left off, but perhaps where our grand

fathers left off.

"Take the condition of the laborer. There has recently been passed

by the Government a land report of agricultural districts, and that report

really, I daresay, would overcome many men here if they were to see it.

The agricultural laborer here earns $12.00 or $13.00 a week. In my

country he earns 16 to 17 shillings a week. In the great agricultural

districts, because coal mining and many other industries are contiguous,

their wages are higher, running from 18 to 21 shillings a week, but

there are few agricultural laborers there. The great mass of agricultural

labor live, move, and have their being in the south and middle counties.

You ought to see their cottages. Perhaps when you are on a visit to

England and are taken through Warwickshire, you pass .along and see

these beautiful specimens of old black and white, as they are called,

old cottages covered with vines and flowers, and see the sparrows busy

in the thatched roofs; but, oh, my friends, when you consider that

under the thatched roofs there are two rooms up and one down, and

there are families, sometimes of five and eight people, housed in places

like that ; when you consider that only too often, according to our medical

inspectors' reports, you find that the drainage and the well are so near

to each other that when epidemics break out, of diphtheria or scarlet

fever, you need not be troubled much as to what has been the cause of it.

These are the things that we have been trying to change. These are the

things that we have been chiefly concerned with since 1906, and have not

been able, believe me, to solve in scarcely any particular.

"Take the towns. There must be men in this audience to-night

who know Glasgow, who know the one-room tenement of Glasgow.

There must be some who know the slum areas of London. I lived

near the House of Commons once for convenience, in Graysmith Street,

a stone's throw from the Abbey, and not very far from the Roman

Catholic Cathedral, an area surrounded by churches, and yet some of

the streets are a living sore, for instance, Graysmith Street. How can

you expect people, lads and lassies, born under such conditions, how can

you expect them to come out with a knowledge of democracy? How

can you expect them to fight for democracy? It is impossible to expect

it to be done. The slums of London ! The slums of Manchester ! The

slums of every town, not only the towns of 200,000, 400,000, 500,000. or

towns in the millions, but towns of 10,000!

"Why, only a little while ago I went to speak at a new mining village

on the estate of the Duke of Portland. It had only been in being for

twenty-three years. Before that it was an agricultural village with

thatched-roofed cottages, and yet when I went there to speak, coming

from a great committee of the House of Commons to see what was

being done in the new communities, the first thing I was taken to see was

its slum ! Twenty-three years old and a slum, and an awful one at that !

"Take the position of the laborer. You know what England for
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years, certainly during the past five years, has suffered from strikes.

You have heard of our railway strike, and you know of our great mining

strike. You know that the whole of the machinery of industrial England

was locked up tight for a long period of time. The railway strike came

in high summer, and later on, the next year, came the miners' strike.

What were they for? Shorter hours and more pay. The same cry

to-day from labor in England goes up as went up when trade-unionism

was first formed. A strike and perhaps they get shorter hours and more

pay, but they do not learn the economic lesson of it. They find that

within a few years the shorter hours do not make a material difference,

that more wages has not the purchasing power it should. They had it in

their hands and it is gone. They strike again for shorter hours and more

pay. The strikes they find do not come to give them or their homes

happiness. So England, before the war began, as far as labor was con

cerned, was really in such a position that we did not know which way to

turn, which way to look to bring about a solution of the evils.

"When the railway strike was at its height, I went out with some

friends one night to see what was being done in the way of picketing,

for, remember, one of the first things Liberalism had to do, when it was

returned in 1906, was to give labor, not only the right to picket, but the

right to strike without fear of the trade union funds being used against

them. We went to see how picketing was going on. We went to Euston

Station, or Euston Road, and as we stood quite close to the station, we

saw a body of troops fully equipped for business marching down Euston

Road. There was a great lamp on the other side of the street, which

bathed the procession in so clear a light that we could see the face of

every man as he marched. I felt sick as I stood there, and when they

passed, my friend said, 'Come on, old fellow, that is the sickest-looking

lot of men I ever saw in the whole of my life.' They were to go down

and take possession of a station, and they took possession of it, and the

next day the lines of England were manned by lines of troops. Labor

began to think.

"Then came the coal strike and the battles; but in Devonshire an

extraordinary thing took place that made England think more. Mr.

Winston Churchill, who was Home Secretary then, sent the troops down

into Devonshire, and as they marched up the hills towards the collieries

and saw the men standing on the hills idle, the troops broke out into

cheers.

"We have been trying many things to solve these difficulties, but

the strike problem in England has not yet been solved. The strikers

have not succeeded in learning that to strike for more pay and shorter

hours on a false economic system is going to be of no benefit to them.

They can only lose.

"Let me turn for a moment, quickly, to the position of capital in

England. Capital is doing, in many of the districts, all it possibly can

to try and make conditions better, and trying honestly. We have, to a

certain extent, through legislation, ameliorated the terrible sweating thaf
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you know went on in England ten years ago. We have now drastic laws

dealing with sweat-shops. Then, on the other hand, we tried to improve

working and living conditions. Many of the great shipbuilding interests,

etc, are trying cooperative systems, bonus systems, having arbitration

boards, on which the men are fully represented as are the employers,

to see if they cannot bring about some easing of this terrible situation of

the contact of labor and capital in a milder spirit. They have not suc

ceeded. They succeed, to a very great extent, in their own localities.

"In the House of Commons only a little while ago, we had a great

debate upon a cooperative system the Government wanted to take hold

of in some large industry. We debated but got nothing, and the bill fell

through. Labor representatives in the House of Commons tore the bill

to pieces. They showed that it would be really only mollifying the

people. It was not altering the economic basis of the trouble.

"Now then, we take Parliament itself. See what the condition was so

far as Parliament was concerned. Our politics are fought more bitterly

than your politics are fought here. The differences between Toryism

and Radicalism are so incompatible that men in some stages of legis

lation cannot meet without a growl and a snarl. That must be so, of

course, under such a Parliamentary system as we have in our land,

because the Lords (I use the work to cover the vested interests — the

landlords) , the Lords are really a water-tight community. You can

scarcely get at them at all, and they know that all these questions I have

suggested to you so far are really only palliatives. They know the very

definite issue is to go to the root of the ulcer and try to tear it out, and

that the proper place to begin is with the land. The Lords know it so

well! If the British democracy only knew as well as the Lords know

that all these questions have their basis in the land question ! So they

have always fought on that as they never fought before.

"Take valuation. When the valuation bills were introduced, we were

asking the land of the country to be valued for the first time since the

reign of William and Mary. Under the land tax of William and Mary's

time, prior to 1909, all that was collected for the land of the United

Kingdom amounted to £177,000. They paid on the basis of the valuation

of William and Mary's time. I know of one piece of land in London that

to-day, in the open market, would be sold at £4,000,000 sterling an acre,

and it is paying the William and Mary land tax of four shillings to the

pound on £28 valuation. The Lords know that. They know which side

their bread is buttered on. Any valuation bill sent to the Lords was

promptly rejected. We found it was of no use keeping up that kind of

a farce, that really the House of Commons was powerless to deal with

the Lords on the land question. We would have to try and get valuation

in some other way.

"We thought the Lords could not possibly touch a budget. It was

out of their business. Ordinarily the Lords will say to a finance bill,

'Certainly,' and that is all; but when we put the valuation clause in the

budget of 1909, the Lords rejected it. They got used to rejecting things.
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See what they have rejected. Liberalism went to the country in 1906,

pledged to do something for the farmer. They introduced an act making

the farmer more secure in his tenancy, to give him compensation for dis

turbance. The Lords rejected it, yes,— and, believe me, the farmer class

is the pauper class so far as Government is concerned. Everybody looks

down on the farmer. Take, for instance, his position in regard to local

taxation, what we call in England the rates.

"A farmer, under the agricultural rate act of 1897, is only asked for

rates on half the valuation of his farm. You see the other half has to

be contributed by the man in the town, for if you let the farmer off,

somebody must pay his share. You let him off so that he is able to pay

higher rates to the landlord. The agricultural rate act was a landlord's

act. We tried to do something for the farmer and we failed.

"Then we tried to do something for the agricultural laborer that

wanted a bit of land to work out his own salvation industrially. So we

introduced a Small Holdings Act. That was to enable a man living in

a parish to apply to a Parish Council for either an allotment or a small

holding. An allotment is a piece of land up to an amount of five acres.

A small holding is a piece of land running from five to ten, fifteen, twenty,

or even twenty-five acres, sometimes running up to fifty acres. We

thought that was a good thing. England has got to import, import, import

its food from all quarters of the globe. With so much land lying untilled

in England we thought that act would be an excellent thing for England.

The landlords have a different notion of what England needs, and when

that Small Holdings Act was afterwards passed by the House of Lords,

it was so altered and filled with so many technicalities, that I doubt very

much if, in Shropshire, there were many agricultural laborers that dared,

that dared, go to the Parish Council and say that they wanted an

allotment.

"Let us look at the other side of that. Old age pensions. That has

been mooted in England for a great number of years. In 1905, Mr. Joseph

Chamberlain went to the country, and his great political card, and that

is how he got his great majority in that time for the Salisbury govern

ment, was old age pensions. Five years later it was still old age pensions.

When it finally came, people in the workhouse at first were excluded from

it, but afterwards that provision was abolished, and people in the work

house were able to get out of it, because they could draw five shillings a

week, and could therefore be housed with some of their relatives. It

has been a great blessing. I myself am not very much in favor of legis

lation in the nature of a palliative, because I think it is like a wound

that has got to be dealt with by the surgeon's knife, just like a wound

being plastered and poulticed, and getting worse generally, instead of

better; but I have to admit, for I know personally, the happiness that

old age pensions have brought to many a household.

"Insurance. Another form of legislation I have heartily disliked,

but it was favored by my party, owing to the condition in England. When

it was instituted it went better than I had hoped, but I had to give it my
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support. It is chiefly for sickness, but there are many other parts of the

bill. We have, for instance, a maternity part of insurance, where a

mother can draw so much a week for the four weeks during the con

finement of the child. A very great blessing, and we have had to make

the most stringent regulations to see that a certain kind of husband did

not get the money and the wife and child be left as badly off as before.

That act also applies to illegitimates. One great thing has happened in

England. We are losing our respectability, thank God. We are begin

ning to recognize that the child of illegitimate parentage is a child after

all. Well, then, in connection with the insurance act there is another

section, and that is insurance against unemployment that has only been

carried out so far as some of the chief trades are concerned, engineering,

shipbuilding, etc. You see nearly all the legislation passed in England

has been on the German model. We are fighting against Prussianism

now after we have started adopting German legislation for the past ten

years, but that is the way governments work.

"Another matter that has concerned Parliament deeply for a number

of years is the minimum wage. You remember quite well before the rail

way strike or the coal strike, some one stated to a deputation in the House

of Commons, 'Under no condition will Liberalism touch the question of

the minimum wage.' Yet the coal strike forced them to adopt it. It

has not been a success. What has been the result of it? Employers

have speeded up in certain other directions, weeded out the old men, etc.

None of this legislation is a success in the term in which we use the word

democracy; that is, based upon a real fundamental. None of it.

"Take the condition of education. It is England's proud boast to

be ninth in the list of nations of the world in that respect. Yet the

religious question is not settled by any means in regard to education

and I don't think you really can have an education that will help you to

raise up a true democracy until you have the means of properly educat

ing the people. That is our great question to-day. Ireland and Scotland

very largely take the matter of education into their own hands, but

England is backward in education. Nine weeks before the war broke

out some one pleaded for half a million more for education, and he

afterwards said that he would have been glad to have gotten half that

amount.

"There is another question I want to touch on and that is the

Parliament Act. The Parliament Act gave the Liberal House of Com

mons, when the Liberals were in office, help in getting its chief bills

passed, but they had to pass through the House three times, had to

go through all the routine of procedure in three successive sessions

before they could pass over the House of Lords and go to the Crown

for signature. That is one measure that has been brought about, but

the war will spoil that because there is no election in December, when

the tenure of this Parliament will end. Then a Suspension Bill will

have to be introduced, carrying Parliament on.

"Just look at the condition of England briefly in regard to religion.

The churches are getting emptier and emptier, except the Roman Catholic.
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So far as the old church (as we look at the denominational question)

the cry has gone up for the past fifteen years that something is wrong.

Then came the formation of the great Brotherhood Meeting system in

England, where men got together on Sunday, sang hymns, heard speakers,

and read the Bible. These grew and grew mightily. They started with

the idea that it was a pleasant afternoon, and the very first person they

excluded was the parson. It is quite a wonderful thing to go to these

Brotherhood Meetings in England as I have done. Little bits of towns

would have perhaps two different brotherhood societies. It would look

somehow or other as if democracy was going to have a chance. Many of

us thought so, and that is why many of us had very, very few Sundays

at home, because we not only did our work during the week of speaking

two or three times a day, but very often we went to a couple of brother

hoods on a Sunday. I don't know what is going to become of that. I

don't know what there will be left of it when the war is over. The war

so far has taken the vast majority of the finest spirits that moved it.

"Things are so bad, as far as religion is concerned, many found they

could not get along with the old traditions. They would have to start

what they called institutional establishments. There was one church

that scarcely ever shut its doors. There was always something going on.

That may be the direction for many more churches in our land when the

war is over. But we have not, in education, settled religious liberty, and

it burns to-day as fiercely as in 1902, when Mr. Balfour introduced his

Education Bill, and it burns again fiercely in the matter of the Establish

ment. One of the great questions before the outbreak of the war was the

disestablishment of the church in Wales. You can go through Wales

many and many a time, and you will find great churches there ; but when

you go inside you will see (and it is no exaggeration to say it, either),

you can count, really, the communicants on four fingers often times.

round about you will find the Baptist, the Calvinist chapels, etc., filled

with people. What is it that makes people cry out against this establish

ment? When it comes down to it, it rests upon the shoulders of the

farmer. The farmer has not only to find the money to build the chapel

for the religion he likes, but, under the tithe system, he has to find the

money to keep up the established church. The tithe goes to a church

which is of no interest to him. So you can see how fiercely this question

in regard to the establishment and education has been burning. We have

been working for a national system of education for years in England.

There has been money spent for an army and a navy very freely — for

the landlords — but nothing, practically, for education.

"What does the labor of England have to be proud of? Tell me, is

it a God-made world that sends a man to work at six o'clock in the morn

ing on an empty stomach, then out of the heat at eight o'clock to get some

breakfast, after a swig at his can. Is it a God-made world where he is

back again in all the roar of machinery until twelve-thirty, and then,

after bolting his dinner as quickly as possible, because he wants a little

recreation in talking politics with his fellow workers, or a little time for

play; then back again to work again until five o'clock. Then watch him
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as he leaves his work as I have watched him many a time myself. Back

he goes to the wife and daughter and, no matter how wifely or motherly

she may be, she has not been too busy but that she can get him a bit of

dainty food on a table spread with clean napery. She puts a little piece

of some tempting food before him. He picks up the evening paper and

reads for a moment, and too often he comes down crushed beside the

plate and has to be shaken up two or three times by the mother and

daughter, saying, 'Come on and eat a bit of supper, Father.' And that

is the man you expect is going to do something for a democracy ! That

is the man that is to know about the things that makes us sigh for a

democracy !

"What do we want in a democracy? Do we not want leisure to

know and read the beautiful things in the world, to see the finest pictures,

to read the finest books, all those things that Matthew Arnold told us

the masses of England were only waiting the opportunity to get at?

What is a democracy without it ? I don't want any materialistic democ

racy, but one in which a man has time to rise to a higher plane of polish

and refinement. He cannot get it in fighting for shorter hours and

more wages. He cannot get it through legislation passed through

Parliament. Small holdings will not give it to the small farmer any

more than allotments will give it to the laborer.

"You have to go deeper. You have to drive down to fundamentals

if you are going to change the system at all. I think any one who has

had an opportunity to stand, as I have done, on a bank holiday, in the

Tate Gallery, will know it is really one of the parts of the care of a

democracy, where yon not only get the works of art, but you get the

works of Millet and George Frederick Watts, each one in itself a lesson

in democracy, each one. Even Mammon is portrayed there in the true

sense of the Venetian god of ill-gotten gain. Really, democracy after all

shows a desire when it gets an opportunity of appreciating such things

as we have housed in Tate's Gallery. I watched the people come in and

looked for my man just to see that sad throng pass filing through the

rooms, casting a glance at this picture and that painting, and no more.

They stand in the Watts room a moment. I have seen them in the

Turner room stand in the center of the floor and just look around and

walk out. That is very sad. It is terrible.

"In England, where is he going to hear music ? We have not gotten

beyond the oratorio stage in music yet, in England. Music drama he

knows little or nothing about.

"He has a natural desire to know something about the spoken drama.

There are springing up all over England repertoire theatres at cheap

prices that will give, not only the plays of Ibsen, Strindberg, not only

the plays of Hauptmann, and the fine French dramas, but those of our

own Barker, Shaw, etc. ; but that is just an exclusive set in each com

munity of radical working-men who have read their Ruskin and Carlyle

and, in all probability, take in a Radical Review each week. But there is

the nucleus. It is showing itself there.

"As for philosophy. I gave something like twenty lectures on crea
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tive evolution in some of our industrial towns, and afterwards went back

and found out from the librarians of those towns that there had been no

calls for such books in the libraries after my lectures. How do you

expect the man working in the towns, as I have described to you, to

want to read such books ? The textile worker is the one that has perhaps

the best chance of reading them. My friends, the position seems hopeless.

"Let me say this in conclusion, that the democracy I look for is the

democracy that begins with fundamentals, that what we will have to do

in Europe is to take first principles first. We have been, as it were,

improving a house in a very sad state, almost falling into desuetude, by

putting in a new chimney-pot to-day, a new gutter to-morrow, replace

a brick here and there, put in a new door or window-pane, and so on.

Really, believe me, while we have had the job of putting in some new

part of the house, because of the war, the whole thing has dropped to

pieces. Stop tinkering. Get right down to mother earth again from which

you have got to draw all the material for the new house. Every brick,

every slate, all the glass, iron, keys, doors, everything that is required

for the new house come from mother earth. Get down there and give

democracy a chance to build a decent house in which to live.

"What is going to be the problem when the war is over and the

armies are disbanding? When these men who have been taken away

from labor, who have been used to an entirely different system of labor,

are thrown back on the labor market, and must feel the competition of

the women ? It is a prospect that does not ease matters at all. The clock

has gone back a great many years. Democracy seems much farther off

than before. It may come out all right, it is true, but it will take a long

time; for those of us who have tried to get something for democracy in

England, while we are a little pessimistic, I must say, so far as the present

state of affairs is concerned, still it will take more than this war to dash

my ardor, or to dash my hopes for democracy; for mankind will come

out of this with a purer ideal in religion than he has ever had in the past,

and England will then have a great opportunity; for the movement that

is impelled by a great and deep religious feeling is a good movement, and

that is being learned on the battlefields of Europe to-day. The men

fighting had no quarrel, never had any quarrel. You find more quarreling

in Piccadilly than you find in the trenches. These men who spent Christ

mas together, this give and take that is going on among the troops, must

be of cheer— why, if it were left to them, we would have peace to

morrow ; and these men, when they come back from the front, these men

that have had all these horrors burned into their very souls, maybe will

help to end the international hatreds, perhaps international barriers will

fall, perhaps we shall have what you have here in your democracy, an

internationalism that brings all nations into one nation, in our England

for the sake of mankind, for the sake of the oppressed, for the sake of

the people. With that idea in their minds, when the war is over, and the

last shot is fired, perhaps a new morning will dawn for democracy, under

the brightest sun that has ever shone upon it."
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ADDRESSES AT LUNCHEON TO EX-PRESIDENT TAFT

November 5

President Frederick P. Fish. "Gentlemen, we are happy to-day in

our guest. We have with us a gentleman at my right, I call him a guest,

but he is a member of our Club, and whenever he does us the honor of

coming, we respond. We want to see him as much as we can, and we

want to hear him.

"The gentleman on my left is also known to some of you. He just

pulled through. Some of you helped him, and no doubt some of you hurt

him, all that you could. That is the way of the world and the way of this

Gub; but whether or not we helped or hurt him, there is not a man

here does not admire Sam McCall, and that does not know he is going

to make a good Governor, every Democrat as well as every Republican,

during 1916, and I hope for a number of years after.

"We also have a gentleman from across the water whom you will

be glad to meet. I myself have nothing more to say, except to introduce

to you the very well-known toastmaster of the occasion, Mr. Elder."

Samuel J. Elder. "After the admirable words to which we have

just listened, and in anticipation of the admirable words which are to be

spoken by the guests of the Club, and in memory of the exacting obliga

tions of so many business men in Boston, I shall attempt to imitate that

silence that is golden, not with any suggestion that the other speakers

who are to follow are advocates of silver, no, merely I want to set

myself up for a golden god.

"Our friend on my left said to me this morning, 'Some men talk

very little because they are wise and know better. Others talk but

little because they have nothing to say.' I am going to pray your

charitable judgment.

"No occasion of this kind is complete until the freedom of the

city has been extended to the guest which His Honor, Mayor Curley, will

present."

Mayor James M. Curley. "Mr. Toastmaster, Honored Guest, and

Friends. The city of Boston is singular in its capabilities, in its tradi

tions, and in its contribution to humanity. It is singular in that it

typifies the highest degree of service to humanity, and in the name of

all that Boston stands for, it is an extreme pleasure to welcome here at

the Boston City Club, in behalf of the city of Boston, one of America's

best loved and most serviceable citizens. Few men in the history of our

country have demonstrated a more unselfish or more patriotic or a more

American spirit, than he has during the great crisis in the last two years

in the world's affairs, and the man who is willing, and insists on setting

aside his personality and ambition and his ideal for the preservation of

our common country and all that this Club stands for, is welcome to

Boston. We may well thank God on this occasion that the last President
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of the United States, and our guest of to-day, is no opportunist, has

not, in a great crisis, sought to hinder, will not, I hope for his own

future in politics, seek to hinder the hands of the present leader of

American thought who, to the present time, has guided the ship of State

free from all reach of entangling disasters or barbarous war ; a powerful,

potent, and popular man, it is often more necessary to uphold his hands

to make possible the pursuance of the course which he has followed,

and to a man who has done more, as leading private citizen of America,

to uphold the hands of the representative of an opposite political faith,

who has set his Americanism above party politics, I say welcome, thrice

welcome, President Taft."

Mr. Elder. "In the peace and happiness of our country, to which

eloquent tribute has been paid by the Mayor, we are glad to welcome one

from across the seas. We bear in our hearts grief and sorrow at a

world deluged in conflict, filled with homes torn to pieces, filled with

women to whom the agony of war and lost friends has been most potent.

Earnestly, hopefully, as we look across the seas to our brethren there,

we are glad to welcome one from the Parliament of Great Britain, the

Hon. Francis Neilson."

Hon. Francis Neilson. "Mr. Toastmaster, Mr. Taft, Mr. McCall.

and Gentlemen of the City Club. It is not often that I have the breath

taken out of me when I am called upon to speak, but I can assure you

that I felt, a moment ago, like a balloon that has been pricked. It is a

strange way in which you extend your hospitality to guests. I thought

when I came here to-day to sit quietly and listen to Mr. Taft, and to

the other speakers; but I find that I have to appear as a speaker. It is

almost bad taste to address a meeting before a President. Believe me, I

appreciate deeply the honor in asking me to say anything at all, and in such

a meeting and in company with such a man as Mr. Taft.

"What I have to say to you is that I am deeply appreciative of the

very kind words of the Toastmaster, in what he said about my land and

the suffering that it is now undergoing. Yes, it is a strange England that

I left, a very strange England ; but those of us who have fought for a

long time for such democratic ideals as you have in your blessed land —

we fight for a democratic ideal that will make our land secure from war

hereafter; we fight for the ideals that have been often in the breasts of

the best Englishmen, whose names you revere in history, who have always

stretched wide the arms of England to all the oppressed of the other

countries of Europe, who have said, 'Come, come cheerfully, be one of

us in our land. Our democracy means that all people are free here, no

matter what the domestic difficulty may be. If it be to fight for freedom

of speech come and help us. If it be to fight for freedom itself, or some

of the fundamentals of economics, come and help us.' You know the

names marshaled in England's history. Well, it is a strange England

that has to close its doors now, but the oppressed will turn naturally to

this land here.
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"Thirty years ago I landed in Boston. It is a different Boston now,

not only in these topographical changes that have been made, different in

roads, dwellings, in your beautiful suburbs, but different in ideals — and

you will forgive me when I say that there are many men in Europe to-day

in all countries—Germany, Austria, the non-belligerent countries, France,

and Great Britain — that are seriously thinking of what you have done

here, and how you have called the nations of the world together on your

soil under a constitution that begins with the words (I wish we had a

constitution in England beginning that way) that all men are equal before

God, irrespective of race or religion. May the end of this war mean that

there will be a United States of Europe in the other hemisphere.

"One word more and I have done. This is something personal. I

mentioned last night to some friends a strange experience happening

in the House of Commons some years ago, and at the time Mr. Taft was

responsible for preventing a government defeat. He did not know it.

Probably he has never heard of it, but perhaps he will not take it amiss

if I should tell you the circumstance. Some unruly spirits in England

did not like the Liberals' estimates, just after the panic of 1909, be

cause they were too low, and they had determined they would vote

against the government. The Conservatives were not satisfied be

cause the estimates were too large, so they were going to vote against

the government. Now if these unruly men, the Socialists, Radicals, etc.,

had gotten into the lobby of the Conservatives, the government would

have suffered a very severe defeat ; but, instead of putting up the man

that was expected to close the debate, Mr. Churchill, they put up Sir

Edward Grey, and Sir Edward Grey, instead of coming to us to apologize

for the estimates being so small and to apologize to the opposition because

they were so large, came with a message from Mr. Taft about the arbi

tration treaties. The House quells the rebellion in this whole party, and

the cabinet is able to maintain a longer tenure of office. That message

that he sent to us is a message I sincerely hope that, when this war is

over will be sent from another President of the United States to Great

Britain."

Mr. Elder. "I noticed, as undoubtedly many of you did, the key

in which Galvin sang those classic words, 'Last night as I lay on my

pillow.' He did not mean last night. He meant two nights ago. Those

of us who did sleep that night dreamed troubled dreams. It made no

difference if we went to bed at ten or at twelve o'clock as to the amount

of rest that followed ; but out of it has come a result, and a gentleman

whom the President of the Club said was not unknown to many of you

is to be the next Governor of this Commonwealth. As citizens of this

great State, and as friends in this City Club, there is one thing of which

we may be profoundly proud and grateful, and that is that that vigorous

campaign, fought for weeks between two distinguished citizens of the

State and their followers, the present and next Governor, was charac

terized by no whit of bitterness of back-biting. It dignified the whole
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work of government, and now that it is all over, the citizens of Massa

chusetts of both parties will welcome, as I am sure you welcome here

now, our friend from Winchester, Samuel W. McCall."

Hon. S. W. McCall. "Mr. Toastmaster and Fellow Members of the

City Club. I think that perhaps the people of Massachusetts have heard

enough of me the last six or seven weeks. Talking has become a good

deal of a habit, and I am afraid I have gotten a pretty bad reputation.

The other night, the night before last, in Winchester, they had a little

meeting and asked me to make a speech, and when I began to speak, the

band started in to play (and it seemed to me with a good deal of signifi

cance) 'We won't go home until morning.' I am going to try and outlive

that reputation. I have decided not to do any talking in the near future.

I have gotten into the habit of talking politics and don't want to talk

politics too much. I think a man who is to be Governor of Massachusetts

should not talk politics too much.

"Speaking about the Democrats being my friends, I remember a

story that is told by Uncle Pete Hepburn, of Iowa, and I trust I shall be

fully as non-partisan as the hero of his story. Uncle Pete was a member

of Congress for many years, and President Taft knew him very well.

Nearly every notable bill that has passed Congress bears his name. The

Hepburn Railroad Rate Bill, the Pure Food Bill, the Panama Canal Bill.

He was really a very great man, and once told this story about a constit

uent of his in Iowa. This constituent claimed to be very non-partisan.

He said, 'I will admit I am a Republican, but not a narrow-minded

Republican, who thinks that every man is a saint just because he is a

Republican, although I cannot, just for the moment, remember one that

is not a very good fellow; but, on the other hand, I am not so bigoted

and prejudiced as to think every man a rascal who is a Democrat,

although I cannot think, for the moment, of any one that is not.'

"I have a great many Democratic friends in Congress. I have a

great many Democratic friends here in this City Club. When I wanted

to show some of my Democratic friends in Congress my regard for

them, I voted for measures they proposed, if I thought they were right.

That is my idea of being non-partisan. Tf you think the other fellow is

right on any public question, then go with him.

"I am not going to say anything further, except that it has been my

great good fortune to know, in a sort of official way, our guest of the

afternoon. When I was on the Committee on Ways and Means, at a

time when he was Secretary of War, he came before our committee

frequently in regard to measures for the Philippine Islands, and aston

ished us with the wealth of his information concerning those Islands. He

had mastered everything in connection with them, just as Edmund Burke

had mastered everything in connection with the government of India.

He could tell us everything about the Islands, where the imports went.

who had that one Steinway grand piano among the imports to Manila.

He had absolute command of the subject, and when he afterwards
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became President, it was my business, as a member of the Committee

on Ways and Means, to have intimate relations with him. I am not

going to violate his confidence in any way. I am not going to turn

State's evidence, but I want to say, as a result of my serving with him,

or rather under him, I became firmly convinced that your guest of this

afternoon was a very great man, and I am very glad to be here and

join with the Mayor and his other friends in expressing the welcome of

the City Club to William Howard Taft."

Mr. Elder. "Each of the speeches which have just been made,

beginning with that of the President, followed by that of His Honor

the Mayor, of our friend from across the seas and our last speaker, has

been introductory to the next and last speaker. It would be a work

of superarrogation for me to add or attempt to add to what has been

said in ten thousand places all over this great country of ours. He is a

man who has welded the West and the East, the North and the South, a

man who has achieved the glory of being the President of the United

States. To some men it is given to have been of stupendous service to

their fellow men and generation in science, in art, in worldly affairs, and

in state craft, and to our guest of to-day there comes the great glory, not

only of the latter accomplishment, but also in private life he has been

the adviser of the American people without regard to politics or party,

but in the very best interests of the country. Fearless in all that he has

said, fearless in praising and upholding, as well as in criticizing, fearless

in criticizing his own party as well as the opposite, I have the honor of

introducing to you a former President of the United States, William

Howard Taft."

HON. WILLIAM H. TAFT

"Mr. President, Mr. Toastmaster. I am getting so tired of former

President, I will say soon-to-be-Governor McCall, and Gentlemen, my

Fellow Members of the City Club of Boston. I am very glad to be here.

I had to travel all night in order to come, but it is worth it. It is the

first time I have been in your beautiful palace. This room does not look

exactly like the room with the rafters that I recollect in the other quarters,

but there is about it a beautiful simplicity and a correct architecture that

indicates you are not losing yourself in too much ornament, and possibly

not too much in luxury, but everything is exalted, everything indicates

the utility that you make your ideal for your Club, utility for its members

and utility for the public.

"I am here because of your Secretary, who caught me on the wing,

if I may use that expression of a body that it would take a good deal

of a wing to lift, seconded by one of these men in this land of Sams —

Sam McCall, Sam Elder, Sam Powers. Have you no other possible names

that could go around? I was told I would have a quiet little luncheon

to three hundred. They might extend it a little, but this is your idea of

extension. However, they did not fool me. I knew the City Club meant

a scene, not only for me, but those short introductory speeches.
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"I am here now at this time for a reason I ought to explain. In

all my life long I don't remember a case of an election in which I so

wanted a man to win as I did that Sam McCall would win in this election.

That is the reason why I stayed out of the campaign. Delicate knots

had to be tied, and I was afraid that my fingers were not delicate enough

to help along in that direction. Therefore, I stayed out of the State of

Massachusetts and hoped, and it has come true. It is not a partisan

hope, but because I knew Sam McCall was a man who ought to be

Governor of Massachusetts, and the sooner the better, and now I have

come up to ask him to give me the office that does not require the con

firmation of the Senate or any union of parties to confirm me in it — I

have come, though I may not look like it, to take from him the commission

of the office of the invisible government.

"I am very grateful to the Mayor for his generous welcome. I can

always count on a generous welcome from him. We think alike on a

subject that is very close to both of us, that is, the subject of immigra

tion, and now I am sure we feel alike on another subject, and that is the

subject of recall.

"It was a great pleasure to hear the words of the distinguished

member of the House of Commons of Great Britain. The politics of

Great Britain and the operation of the House of Commons have always

been matters of interest to me, the development in that House of con

stitutional liberty, and I confess that my chest has been swelled, and my

head increased in size a little bit, in knowing that I ever had anything

to do with a division in that House. I am very glad if those general

arbitration treaties promoted somebody's tenure of office. I sincerely

hope that they are only one step defeated, as they were only one step

toward the realization of that which the distinguished gentleman has held

up before us as an ideal to be hoped for. Certainly if there ever was an

indication of the efforts of those who have been looking for some means

of settling international controversies except by the destruction of all the

best of all the nations, this war is an indication of those desires and those

efforts.

"Now, Brother Winship (and you don't know what a valuable man

you have in him) has put down, with an audacity that is only justifiable

in a secretary, that I am going to speak for forty minutes on defenses.

Don't you think enough has been said on defenses within the last twenty-

four hours ? Why should a poor lecturer at a university, in a peaceable

occupation, attempt to justify something so entirely different from the

peaceable atmosphere of a university town, as of military preparedness?

Why should a man who has come into the atmosphere that Gussie Gardner

breathed dare to put out a few remarks on the subject of defenses?

"I would much rather, in this presence, talk about peace than war.

I am not a pessimist. I don't believe, much as I long for peace, that

the best way of securing it is to be entirely helpless on the theory that

everybody is going to do you justice just because you assume, by your

helplessness, that they are going to do you justice. I think we ought to
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have a reasonable preparation so that we may not be taken advantage of.

I don't think myself that there is any danger of militarism in this

country. There are a number of things that would prevent it.

"In the first place, there is the spirit of the people, which is utterly

at variance with the militaristic spirit. In the second place, there is the

financial condition of the government. I hope you won't think I am

partisan when I say, under the present Democratic administration, a

large preparation is made difficult, because preparation costs money.

Thirdly, you cannot have any militaristic policy that does not necessarily

involve a large standing army. A navy is not, unaccompanied by a

large standing army, a militaristic instrument. It is necessarily for

defenses and not for offenses, and militarism is the spirit that would have

an instrument for conquest, and a navy is never an instrument for aggres

sion unless you have a large army to follow.

"We cannot have a large army unless we have conscription. We

have all we can do to-day to raise the eighty thousand men that we have

in our army at fifteen dollars a month, for the men— the largest pay

given to any soldiery in the world, and with accommodations and per

quisites much more expensive than those given to the soldiery of other

countries. If you cannot induce, in times of peace, men to go into an

army, especially in good times when wages are good, you will have to

double or treble that pay, and when you do that you make a half million

army practically a prohibitory plan. You can only have an army, there

fore, by conscription.

"I am not much of a politician, at least they used to tell me I was

not, and I am afraid they could, in looking back, get some evidence on

that subject, but I do know enough to know that a party that proposes a

conscription law in times of peace would do well to look about for other

occupations than office-holders. So I think the objections, based on the

ground that we are likely to rush into the military spirit in the matter of

reasonable defenses, is not one that, when you analyze it, you will find

is justified, but I am not going further.

"What with the short introductions and my forty-minute speech,

your business is waiting for you. I can only reiterate my pleasure in

being here, in enjoying the membership in the Club which you were good

enough to confer on me, and to reiterate my statement of the pleasure

I feel in Sam McCall's being Governor. He said he would not give me

away. He described some knowledge of a piano that I had that was

used in the Philippine Islands. He did not tell you of the Payne-Aldrich

Tariff Bill, when that was up, how he ran up a bill for breakfasts at

the White House so large that it affected the Presidential salary. Break

fasts are the best form of entertainment when you are in the gum shoe

business, especially if they are early enough, and it brings back to me

some suggestions of criticism with reference to the Payne-Aldrich Bill

that I seem to remember were made years ago. Whenever I think of

that Bill there comes back to me the very pleasant association I enjoyed

with Sereno Payne and Sam McCall, and I am glad to know that the
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ability that was shown to such a degree in Congress by the gentleman

who is here with us to-day is to be at the service of this grand old

Commonwealth."

LUNCHEON TO J. W. BENGEOUGH

November 10

George S. Smith presided. Speeches were made by him and by

William L. Garrison, Jr. Mr. Bengeough, of Toronto, Canada, said:

"Mr. Toastmaster and Gentlemen. With the profoundest respect

to the members of the Tax Collectors Association of Massachusetts, I

feel impelled to begin with the frank statement that I do not believe

in taxation at all — of any kind. I am going to have very little to say

about the fiscal or statistical side of this great question. As a great

human question it interests me far more. As a fundamental mat

ter of morals, as a great question of humanity, what Thomas Carlyle

pathetically called it, the 'condition of the people question,' that is

what gives me a livelier continuing interest in the ideas of that great

American, the greatest of the nineteenth century, Henry George. It

is a question of human society and human society happens to be an

entity that can be presented in pictorial form.

"We have so legislated that a certain number of the individual

members of society may legally own the great natural values that be

long to the whole of society ; or, to put the statement in terms still

more startling, since that did not seem to startle you very much, we

have so legislated that certain individual members of society may

legally and lawfully get private possession of the natural public

revenues. That enforced the idea of double taxation to begin with, be

cause if we present the natural public revenue to a few of us, the pub

lic till must be filled, and we must do it all over again by collecting

from some other sources. When I say I do not believe in taxation

at all, what I mean to assert is that there is a great natural law which

points to a revenue which is unfailing and absolutely just and equal

to the demands of society at every stage, and which does not involve

anything in the real nature of taxation whatever.

"In the presence of so many tax experts perhaps I am a little bold

in suggesting a definition of taxation, but what I regard as taxes is

a compulsory levy, the removal to a public treasury of some propor

tion of wealth which I really and justly own. A contribution from

my private resources for public purposes, and I say that it is not

necessary. There is a natural law of revenue and it does not intrench

in the slightest degree on the possession of just and righteous private

property of any individual in the State.

"I made a bold assertion a moment ago that, in my opinion, in

connection with certain social subjects, a calf has practically a wider

statesmanship, superseding that of the average Congressman. What

I mean is that, although the calf has no great reputation for wisdom,
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